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„An entire team can now finally focus on more
meaningful things“ [Service Manager SAP Basis, Automotive Supplier]

Ensure smooth IDoc Workflows
- Libelle EDIMON
IDocs (Intermediate Document) are an essential component for the execution of business processes. As a
consequence, a smooth IDoc workflow is indispensable. Automating this workflow increases process reliability
tremendously. Time-consuming routine tasks are accelerated and greatly simplified. The SAP basis is relieved.
Corrections can be carried out directly by the department. Thus they have clarity at all times, due to the
responsibility for their own processes.

What do users appreciate most?
Immediate reaction to known and
unknown types of errors.
Automated correction for new error
types. Or at least sending of notifications. This,
of course, also for new error types.

					
Direct involvement of departments
Return or forward IDocs, e.g. to the
sending departments, for manual correction, depending on the type of error and the origin of
the IDoc.

Single corrections and mass
changes
If manual correction is required:
optimized input masks for SAP Basis and the
business departments as well as options for
mass export/import.

Solution notes and knowledge
management
In case of sporadic errors without
automated correction, use manual solution hints
in the form of context-available notes.		
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